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The accident doesn’t equal failure, but instead erects a new significant state, which would otherwise not have been 

possible to perceive and that can “reveal something absolutely necessary to knowledge.” 

- Lotringer, Sylvere and Paul Virilio. The Accident of Art. Semiotext(e): New York, 2005. p. 63
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Rosa Menkman

Rosa Menkman (1983, Arnhem, Netherlands) is a Dutch visualist who focuses on visual artifacts created 

by accidents in digital media. The visuals she makes are the results of glitches, compressions, feedback 

and other forms of noise. Although many people perceive these accidents as negative experiences, 

Rosa emphasizes their positive consequences. 

By combining both her practical as well as her academic background, she merges her abstract pieces 

within a grand theory of artifacts (a glitch studies) that encompasses both static and video works, texts 

and AV performances. 

Rosa Menkman has written extensively on digital artifacts and noise, including the Glitch Studies 

Manifesto (2009/2010) and The Vernacular of File Formats (2010). She was one of the organizers/

curators of the successful GLI.TC/H festival that took place in Chicago in 2010. 

Her videos and real-time performances have been included in festivals like Cimatics (Brussels '08 + 09), 

Blip (Europe and US in 2009), Video Vortex (Amsterdam '08 + Brussels '09), ISEA (Dublin '09) and File 

(Sao Paolo '10).

Menkman has collaborated on art projects and performed together with Alexander Galloway, little-scale, 

Govcom.org and the Internet art collective, Jodi.org and received her Master’s degree in 2009. 

Currently, Menkman is pursuing a practical PhD at the KHM Cologne, writing on the subject of Artifacts.

http://rosa-menkman.blogspot.com

http://aboutrosamenkman.blogspot.com

http://gli.tc/h 
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  Glitches vs. Glitch Art

  Rosa Menkman

I experience the glitch as a wonderful interruption that first of all shifts an object away 

from its ordinary form and discourse, towards a ruin of destructed meanings. 

My first encounter with glitch came hand in hand with a feeling of shock; I was lost and in 

awe... trying to come to terms with an experience that seems to be unforgivable... 

But once I understood my place within these ruins I also experienced a feeling of hope; a triumphal 

sensation that there was something more than just devastation. A negative feeling made place for an 

intimate, personal experience of a machine (or program), a system showing its formations, inner 

workings and flaws. 

As a holistic celebration rather than a particular perfection these ruins revealed a new opportunity to me, a 

spark of creative energy that showed that something new was about to take shape. I felt questions 

emerge; what is this utterance, and how was it created? Is it perhaps ...a glitch? But once I named the 

glitch, the momentum -the glitch- was gone ...and in front of my eyes suddenly a new form had 

emerged.

The glitch has no solid form or state through time; it is often perceived as an unexpected and abnormal 

mode of operandi, a break from (one of) the many flows (of expectations) within a technological system. 

But as the understanding of a glitch changes when it is being named, so does the equilibrium of the 

(former) glitch itself: the original experience of a rupture moved passed its momentum and vanished into 

a realm of new conditions. The glitch has become a new norm and its previous encounter has become 

an ephemeral, personal experience. This is the tipping point of failure.

Just like with noise, the word glitch in glitch art is used metaphorically and thus slightly different than 

the stand-alone technical term ‘glitch’. The genre of glitch art moves like the weather; sometimes it 

evolves very slowly while at other times it can strike like lightning. The art works within this realm 

can be disturbing, provoking and horrifying. Beautifully dangerous, they can at once take all the 

tensions of other possible compositions away. These works stretch boundaries and generate 

novel modes; they break open previously sealed politics and force a catharsis of conventions, 

norms and believes. 

Glitch art is often about relaying the membrane of the normal, to create a new protocol after 

shattering an earlier one - it zooms in on the tipping point of failure. The perfect glitch shows 

how destruction can change into the creation of something original. Once the glitch is 

understood as an alternative way of representation or a new language, its tipping point has 

passed and the essence of its glitch-being is vanished. Artists that work with glitch 

processes are therefore often hunting for the fragile equilibrium; they search for the tipping 

point of failure; the perfect glitch momentum. 



Pomyłka 

Michał Brzeziński [curator Galeria NT]
Still from Eastern Fire Swim (video: Rosa Menkman, music: Goto80, 2008)

Today, many people spend their time watching super 8 tapes, while listening to poorly recorded vinyl 

records or endlessly copied cassette tapes. They enjoy the discolorations, cracks, and noises of these 

media. This retro-fetishism shows that we find ourselves at an aesthetic turning point; the good quality 

of the old image is no longer important. Instead, we are attracted to the traces of "old" media, their 

medium specific qualities, that on first sight appear to be absent (or at least imperceptible) in the "new" 

media of today. Artists such as Rosa Menkman aim to show and evaluate these specificities that we 

haven't yet learned to recognize or appreciate in our new media. While doing so, she creates an 

awareness of the many dichotomies that are inherent to these imperfections.

Roman Jakobson identified various functions of communication in the primary axis between the 

addresser, the addressee and the message. When communication revolves only around the message 

itself, it has, according to Jakobson, a poetic function. Such a message does not communicate 

anything but its structure. Glitch is a radical implementation of this postulate on the grounds of visual 

arts. 
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The aesthetics of glitch, which continues traditions of structural film, comes from the interest in the 

medium itself, and thus, the process of image formation. The medium and its inherent specificities has 

become radically important for contemporary art, since many significant contemporary artworks use 

some form of exploitation of the material of (modern) media, or are known thanks to documentation 

done within these media. This is why Galeria NT wants to give a space to this form of research within 

the arts in their new exhibition "The Tipping Point of Failure / Pomyłka".

The exhibition "The Tipping Point of Failure / Pomyłka" aims to pinpoint a quintessential phenomenon 

of aesthetics and contemporary art - the phenomenon of glitch. The aesthetics of glitch stem from an 

interest in the structure and research on conditions and characteristics of each medium. Technically, this 

can be accomplished by the exploration of the opportunities offered by practices like for instance 

circuitbending or databending (the "illegal" modification of an electronic circuit or digital file). Artists 

working with these kinds of strategies can be divided into several main types; first of all there are artists 

who focus on observation of the audiovisual effects caused by reconstruction of hardware, such as 

soldering wires, the changing of values (of resistors or data) and the introduction of external 

components to the integrated circuit. A second artistic practice can be described as the intentionally 

damaging of media, while in a third form artists damage and redesign the data within the digital files (the 

artist can reach the content of the file and change it manually by typing in a variety of values; computer 

graphic programs perform the same actions but in a mechanical way). A fourth type are the actions 

associated with the transmission of the signal and its modulation; in this strategy, artists repeatedly 

send the same files between devices up to the point when some of them introduce certain errors. A 

fifth type of activities involve the actions related to the repeated compression of files or using errors of 

various compressed audio-visual materials. 

Finally, we can add many other related strategies such as the usage of TV interlacing, the "freeze 

frames" in the VHS machines, the scrolling of the preview of DV devices, exposing differences in the 

frequency of images' refreshing and scanning rates in the camera and TV systems, the usage of 

differences in the lighting of different parts of the old style kinescopes that are invisible to the naked 

eye and the large variety of feedback techniques. It is an extremely interesting field of aesthetic 

exploration, which influences design, advertising industry and popular culture. 

Often, the artists within this field treat each of these tactics as a research in the extensions of the 

human senses. Such orientation places them close to the position of for instance scientists. Artists, 

similarly to scientists, set up a research context and let the examined matter speaks for itself. But in 

glitch art, the word mistake has also become a synonym for the natural consequences of actions and 

gives right to a following and a following trial, which might cause different effects every time. From this 

perspective, glitch art could become a chapter in the history of art by just a simple exploration of the 

aesthetical relationships between a first and a subsequent mistake and its references to known canons 
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of composition. Each of the redesigned devices can produce dozens of interesting abstract images per 

second and disrupt a yet to be constructed history by the inherent impossibility of capturing ephemeral 

artifacts - mistakes. 

However, this kind of art can also, and maybe more interestingly, be understood in a metaphorical or 

even political or ethical way. Glitch is obviously related to the aesthetics of punk or DIY strategies. 

Striving for a poor quality image (Low Quality) or deliberately destroying or redesigning a final message, 

or to recapture the creativity of a medium can be described as the key features of an anti-corporate 

attitude. 

Within a high-tech world, consumers are blinded by the sparkles of the latest protocol. They are on an 

elevator that seems to take them to a realm that functions cleaner, better and faster. However, during 

this trip in the elevator they never seem to arrive at a final destination - the holy grail of perfection. 

New media are not perfect and will never be perfect. Diverging and sometimes even opposing retro-

fetishism, we need to be aware of the doctrine of our flawed, yet superficially perfect new media. 

This is exactly what Rosa Menkman aims to do; she shows and evaluates the flaws that we haven't yet 

learned to appreciate or even recognize in our new media - the imperfections - and sets out to create 

an awareness of the many questions and different dichotomies inherent to these imperfections.

The essence of Rosa Menkman's art does not lie in achieving visual effects or within the development 

of just another glitch aesthetics. Instead she is conducting an advanced glitch studies, in which she 

strengthens practical research in aesthetics and design by scientific research, which has focal points in 

politics, art-history and technological forms and discourses. 

It seems that today, artists are no longer solely interested in achieving results. Instead, the exploring 

of materials has once more become important. In this research, artists have become open to the 

strangest sensory conclusions. Which is a meaningful sign in a time ruled by totalitarian and fascist 

aesthetics (of ideal projections) and in which the principle of so-called art without randomness is fading 

into oblivion. 

Once again, art has become the domain of creative experiment. This is why, if the history of art wants 

to explore this strategy, it has to go very deeply not only into the artifact, the mistake, but into a 

process of creating these images and the unveiling of their hidden logic. The artists is no longer the 

creator of a finished works of art or even an exclusive artistic idea, but instead the producer of creative 

platforms, where the addressee has the power to become the creator of the final work of art. In this 

sense, glitch is a constantly mutating entity, that can move from a ephemeral form of randomness to a 

new paradigm and this is where we can find the tipping point of failure. 
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Still from Radio Dada (video: Rosa Menkman, music: Extraboy, 2008)

About Rosa Menkman and the Tipping Point of Failure

jonCates [[http://systemsapproach.net/]]

Rosa Menkman is the consummate theory-practitioner of the ever moving/flowing media art known 

contentiously enough as Glitch or Glitch Art or Noise or Noise Art or Error or Disruption or Corruption 

or Loss or Failure or Obsolescence or Disappearance or a not so subtle dance between all these 

possible poles of existence in, of and between unstable categories...      

Glitch - “A form of low frequency interference, appearing as a narrow horizontal bar moving vertically 

through the picture.” 

- Video Preservation: Glossary of Terms - Rebecca Bachman (1996) 

As Menkman has written, this flow follows a movement over time through media from celluloid to CRTs 

to phosphor burn-ins to LCD cracks to file formats. Perhaps this flow is not so linear in chronologies 

but rather is distributed across multitudes of moments. And perhaps these are moments that cannot be 

recognized immediately as they occur but rather only from the perspectives of Last Angels of Histories. 
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This flow forward in reverse results in the Glitch or as 'the spirit of that time of what the glitch was' or 

had occurred. At that moment in time and of time-based media... of traces of tracings of what has 

past... we are left with all hat has been left (behind) and embedded by digital and analog systems, all 

of which include and express themselves over and over again, in times, as specific as formats failing or 

found to be debris, broken bits of histories awash and washing up against the shores of what we 

thought we knew, against the grains of our expectations. 

These are the vector-views that Menkman's work travels for me or takes me traveling along, pulled into 

the wake of a movement as UCNV has said in response to Menkman: "Glitch is not dead" but can be 

rather claimed to be alive and kicking online, decenteralized and internationally networked in a network of 

social ghosts made real to the tunes of a eulogy for broadcast standards and a poetry of errors.

Time base error - “A variation in the synchronizing signals. When time base errors are large enough, 

they may cause skewing or flagging distortion of the video picture.” 

- Video Preservation: Glossary of Terms - Rebecca Bachman (1996) 

In the field of Noise Music a definition exists and is mobilized by Noise musicians to identify "Harsh 

Noise" from other forms of Noise Music. The harshness of Harsh Noise musics relates to the music 

itself (i.e via  volumes, amplitudes, frequency ranges, rhythms, shifts in tempo, pacing, etc) as well as 

the experience of listening to the music. Harsh Noise is harsh. Glitch Art is glitched. But is it harsh? 

Or, is it necessarily always harsh, hard-edged or crunchy? Such were the questions posed by New 

Media artist and Media Art Histories scholar Paul Hertz to Rosa Menkman recently in Chicago during the 

GLI.TC/H festival of Noise & New Media.

Menkman's response (as we walked along Wabash Avenue beside and underneath train tracks that recall 

the trains that travel in her "The Collapse of PAL" performance/video) was "no, not necessarily..." and 

i would say yes she had already answered this question earlier with and within her work. "The Collapse 

of PAL"  is at once harsh/hard-edged/crunchy Glitch Art, filled with broken edges and torn/bleeding 

pixels, and also simultaneously elegant and elegiac in it's slow electronic forms of cyberpsychedelic 

transformation.  I use the term cyberpsychedelic to refer to the combinatory effects of mixing 

Cybernetics and Psychedelics as cultural influences, technologies and aesthetic principles from the 1960's 

to the present. Menkman's cyberpsychedelic transformation remind us of earlier Media Art made with 

small scale cyberpsychedelic technologies of personal transformation as well as the sense of movement 

and travel embedded in many of these projects. Or as Kodwo Eshun says of Kraftwerk and their Trans 

Europe Express project in Iara Lee's documentary Modulations: “...as soon as you travel in a train, 

you're in a musical instrument. The sense of being effortlessly being pulled along through stations 

across Europe, was a very exciting world, opening new world of automotion...” Or, as in the classic 
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quotation from Walter Benjamin in his Theses on the Philosophy of History as he describes the Angel 

of History: “His face is turned toward the past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees one 

single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet... The 

storm irresistibly propels him into the future to which his back is turned, while the pile of debris before 

him grows skyward.” Or to begin again:

“The sky above the port was the color of television, tuned to a dead channel.”  Neuromancer 

-  William Gibson (1984)

"200 years into the future, the data-thief is told a story. If you can find the crossroads, a 

crossroads, this crossroads, if you can make an archeological dig into this crossroads, you will find 

fragments, techno fossils, and if you can put those elements, those fragments together, you will find a 

code. Crack that code and you will have the keys to your future..." 

- The Last Angel of History - Black Audio Film Collective (1996)

 

The Black Audio Film Collective introduces their speculative present of the cyberpsychedelic Afrofuturist 

project, The Last Angel of History, with these words. Their project focuses on reconstruction of lost, 

repressed or stolen histories constructing alien futures. Painting herself white, Rosa Menkman attempted 

to blank herself, attempted to get lost or erased between the lines of the vertical blanking interval, that 

flickering time difference between the last line of one frame or field and the next frame or field rendered 

on a display. And the results, as rendered in her instantiation of this source material, a video called 

"Dear mister Compression", say "Now it is too little too late [system shut down]". We are told in 

public talks and personal chats that this white painting that Menkman undertook to blank herself also 

resulted in an extreme allergic reaction which threatened her eyesight, temporarily blinding her, in a literal 

whiteout and erasure. In these process and moments are a confluence of emotional and technological 

states in the databent and brokenness of white noise to signal ratios against pink skin. As "i fail to 

understand you completely" is written on screen, typed out, character by character for us to see, the 

typist/artist (Menkman) is thinking and feeling out loud as if we are on IRC or in a live chat with her, 

"the noxious angel of history", while she moves through these failures of systems, systems that we 

now know to be both simultaneously intensely personal and computational.

The computer is a syncretic device/environment and context. computational space is social, networked 

and we interface with these forms socially. this is the meaning of the term: technosocial. The term 

technosocial arises from the field of Science, Technology, and Society Studies (STS) in discussions of 

the social  construction of technology as related to the histories and sociologies of the Sciences. this 

term is of key importance to the consideration of Menkman's work undertaken in this text because we 

must acknowledge the depth and intensity of feeling found in her work. Her work is not cold analysis 
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but rather it is made up of hot confrontations with computational spaces and personal experiences 

through Glitch Art theorypractices.

Returning to last angels of histories, data-thieves, crossroads and social networks, I find Menkman's 

"The Collapse of PAL" here in real and in rendered time, performing states of criticality in terms of her 

theorypractices. Through various technological states of collapse, she performs as The Last Angel of 

History, flowing through deconstructed signals; humming over the water, wherein a broken cityscape 

stands as if submerged, as if flooded by "connections that were just not good enough" in an 

apocalyptic blue phosphor. Ruins amidst lost signals losing sync, flicker and crossfade through the 

"storm you call progress" as the the Last Angel of History reappears and redisappears in loops replayed 

and instantiations remixed through unstable states of being glitched. "The Collapse of PAL" is 

composite signal itself, composed of a instants that are and have been previously remixed and reworked 

by Menkman herself. 

“Remixology is the science of continuation and the art of drastic remaking, total remaking, 

remodelling.” 

- More Brilliant than the Sun: Adventures in Sonic Fiction - Kodwo Eshun (1999) 

Menkman has publicly stated her first experiences with glitch and Glitch Art as being inspired and 

informed by JODI, the Dutch experimental New Media Art collective who have inspired so many of us as 

well. Menkman first encountered JODI's work through their deconstructions of Quake, a project called 

Untitled Game, which has become an almost iconic work of Glitch and New Media Art. She is the 

leading international theory-practitioner of Glitch Art. She is as much of an inspiration for us, the 

international 'glitch scene' (as she calls us) or the the experimental New Media Art networks, as JODI 

has been for her and for our communities. 

She offers us criticality through creative practice by tracing the effects of our technologies as the break, 

bend and disappear into forced obsolescent deaths. She cracks open and apart our expectations and 

asks questions through her artworks and projects. If Carolyn Forche's The Angel of History, a highly 

regarded poetic work, underscores that we humans have memories that we piece together in fragments in 

order to survive then Rosa Menkman's influential projects remind us that we humans also have 

technologies that we have written and that these technologies survive as memories, remembering us 

through their fragmentary existences. Menkman gathers and disperses her own utterances across media 

that is broken, machines that are haunted, and in ruins of presently obsolete protocols.

Skew - “A bending of picture at top or bottom of television screen caused by the changing of the 

video track angles on the tape from the time of recording to the time of playback. This can occur as a 
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result of poor tension regulation by the VCR or by ambient conditions which affect the tape.” from: 

Video Preservation: Glossary of Terms - Rebecca Bachman (1996) 

Menkman's writings in addition to her artistic works, as shown in this exhibition, function as a beacon, 

tightly focusing and broadly illuminating the key critical issues of all of this beautiful digital garbage that 

we all love so much. Pushing us past idle aesthetics of error or decay, Menkman articulates through a 

combinations of writings in and on the technosocial fabric of our times, crafting the Art of Artifacts, A 

Vernacular of File Formats and pivoting across these points of articulation 'far away from perfection' 

and at The Tipping Point of Failure.

“When you try to describe a glitch, you can never really categorize it... the moment you try to make 

categories, there's always an inbetween. There's always the glitch that will be right were you didnt want 

it. So the category is broken again... you need to go from multiple angles, so that you have this 

spectrum of ways of approaching it." 

- Rosa Menkman in the Group Chat w/ GLI.TC/H Organizers, an interview by Nicholas O'Brien for 

badatsports: http://www.vimeo.com/15370640

"...each fragment reveals the rose from a different angle, he remembered, but delta swept over him 

before he could ask himself what that might mean." 

- Fragments of A Hologram Rose -  William Gibson (1977)

#--->

jonCates makes, organizes and teaches experimental New Media Art. His projects have been presented 

internationally at various events in locations such as Beijing, Madrid and Mexico City; nationally in 

Chicago, New York and Boston and are widely distributed online. Art Games, experimental Machinima, 

Computer Witchcraft, digitalPunk and Noise music are some of the unstable categories that his work 

playfully moves through.

jonCates teaches in the New Media path of study of the Film, Video & New Media Department at The 

School of the Art Institute of Chicago. His research and writings are on Media Art Histories and related 

subjects. In 2007, he initiated the Phil Morton Memorial Research Archive to archive and freely 

distribute the Media Art work of Phil Morton and associated research. He writes on these topics for 

Furtherfield.org as well as in other online and offline publications.
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[...] malfunction and failure are not signs of improper production. On the contrary, they indicate the 

active production of the ‘accidental potential’ in any product. The invention of the ship implies its 

wreckage, the steam engine and the locomotive discover the derailment (Virilio).

The Tipping Point of Failure 

Rosa Menkman

Modern digital cultures are inseparable from keywords like functionality, smoothness, order and 

progress. Interaction designers, programmers and interface developers all work together to understand 

and execute these mantras. But to really understand these keywords, they have to be defined in 

relation to what they are not. A successful product designer does not design for the average customer, 

but instead for the marginal, extreme customer; because when taking the margins as the rule, the middle 

will take care of itself. This is why studying the qualities of disfunction, irregularities, breaks, disorder, 

damage or even demolition are as important in the development of a new technological product as the 

researching of its perfect flows and this is also one of the reasons why I think it is important to study 

failure. The concepts of perfection and failure are a tradeoff of each other. If we want to understand 

and pursue perfection - we can find this in the pursuit of failure.

Over the last months I have visited many different failure (and glitch in particular) related conferences 

(festivals and symposia) and I have learned a lot from the different voices and perspectives within this 

field that is, time and time again, referred to as ‘in a constant state of flux’, ‘new’, ‘other’ or even 

‘indescribable’. The more people on the floor or in the conversation about glitch, the more diverse the 

perspectives on glitch become; the meaning of a glitch depends greatly on the background and the 

conceptual application that is chosen by the person experiencing it or talking about it.

But however mysterious the definition of glitch is, I have also noticed some very pronounced patterns 

that emerged between the different with failure induced glitch events. Some problems, subjects, 

frameworks or keywords keep floating to the surface and seem to be the focal points of glitch theory at 

this point: subjects like P/politics, memory or preservation, genre/effect, ethics, aesthetics and design, 

bio/virus, copyright and economics or history have their own panel in every other conference, while 

words like the Other, transgressive, progressive, order, affect, uncanny, void, materiality, gender or 

paradox seem to be part of the obligatory failure and glitch b/lingo.

Which makes me wonder – What is the difference between failure and glitch? And if the glitch (or 

failure) subject is really in such a state of flux, or indefinable, how is it possible to have a reasonable 
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conversation about it? Can glitch or failure be overcome, and where or how can it be conquered until it 

no longer exists as its original pure and indescribable form? In other words, where is the tipping point 

of failure and where is the tipping point of glitch?

In wikipedia I read: “Failure refers to the state or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended 

objective, and may be viewed as the opposite of success”. When I read this I know that glossary-

wise this might be true, but personally I keep my reservations about subscribing to this explanation; 

there also needs to be place for for instance successful failure - a contradiction in terms that I would 

rather live with then without... 

I think that wether failure should be defined in contradiction to success or not, depends on the context 

in which the term ‘failure’ is used. It is a very complex problem - as complex maybe as the problem of 

glitch itself. This is why right now I am most interested in thinking about failure in relation to the 

definition of glitch. 

When I posed the question of failure vs. glitch in the closing panel at GLI.TC/H (a festival that took 

place in Chicago  from 29 of September - 3th of October and that I co-organized), an interesting 

answer was given by Anton Marini, who declared that: “Overcoming failure is to accept it. Overcoming 

glitch is to incorporate it.” Which I think is was phrased excellently. Of course I also have a personal 

interpretation of these tipping points, which I will write up more elaborately now.

Technically, a glitch is a short lived fault or break from an expected flow within a computer system, 

typically experienced as an uncanny happening, a dangerous momentum of something other, unordered, 

unknown and unwanted; The glitch is where the digital flow fails to answer to our expectations. 

The glitch fulfills the role of 'Other’ - it is the utterance of a computer that does not subordinate to the 

societal norms and rules or protocols its users and programmers have implemented upon it. It is the 

behavior that does not fit-in and is usually avoided or if possible, completely excluded from the system 

(by for instance debugging).

After the momentum of the failure, there are a couple of possible ways the glitch can ‘tip’. First of all, 

if the cause of the computers erratic behavior comes to the light, the glitch disappears and what is left 

after this is the effect of a bug that (often) has a certain debugging method. If the cause of the failure 

stays unknown, the momentum of glitch transforms into a phenomenon (or the memory thereof) that 

gains meaning from its context; the person who experiences the glitch, the technology that is 

malfunctioning and other perspectives that are at stake. In any case, the uncanny momentum of glitch is 

open to symbolical or metaphorical connotations - that take the interruption away from its strictly 

technological being. This openness of glitch is what glitch artists play with and is what makes glitch so 

hard to define. 
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In my opinion failure can thus be considered as the primary, under-developed state of glitch, which it 

will inevitably (and fast) tip away from. Failure is the static point of glitch, frozen in time, yet only nano 

seconds long, while its tipping point marks the active flow in which the glitch moves away from failure 

into and through its many new possible conceptions. The tipping point of failure thus marks the inclusion 

of glitch into or the conception of glitch as a paradigm, which can but does not need to demystify it.  

In the case of glitch-art, the roles of failure and glitch are inevitably more complex because the 

definitions of glitch and its tipping point(s) are more complex - depending of course on the perspective 

chosen - it moves away from a strictly technological definition to a more metaphorical one. My stand 

points on glitch-art are therefore multiple and never followed each other in a clean, clear-cut order. But 

for the sake of clarity I will try to describe it here as linear as possible.

My exhibition ‘The Tipping Point of Failure’ is about the role of failure in my different phases of glitch 

art. In my first practical glitch-art I passively framed accidental glitches; the monumental failures of the 

computer. I collected glitches that resulted from active tinkering and explored new ways in which I could 

exploit the computers failing draw-capabilities. I also moved along with re-programming and pre-

programmed glitches.

These first stages are marked by my fascination with hunting down a formal aesthetics of failure that 

was (or was not) based on technical crudeness; an impetuous glitching that slowly commodified the 

dynamics, the norms and values of what once was digital punk - although I did not (always) realize this. 

The work that symbolizes this development is The Vernacular of File Formats; A collection of 7 videos 

and 10 file format-images in which I actively demystify these most used glitch-effects. In this work I 

show that the tinkered-glitch has already been transformed into a filter and something that could even 

be called a commodity or paradigm - but the work also raises the question if this kind of glitching has 

actually always already been a ready-made commodity (instead of a new form..). 

My Videoscapes, Glitch Studies Manifesto and the Collapse of PAL show the changing role (or tipping 

point) of failure in my work. In these works or ‘other’ phase of my glitch-art I am trying to make more 

conceptualized or narrative glitch-art. While failure sometimes still plays a role, the starting point of 

these works lies within the exploration of a concept, a call for studying glitch itself or even a narrative 

rather then failure itself. 

The exhibitions “the Tipping Point of Failure” does not only refer to the inception of glitch, but should 

thus also be understood as a critique to the one dimensional “Aesthetics of Failure” that glitch-art is 

so often aligned with. It is an ode to everything that can happen after the tipping point of failure - 

within the realm of pure, not yet described glitch-art. 
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The Exhibition 

Vernacular of File Formats (Rosa Menkman, 2010)

http://rosa-menkman.blogspot.com/2010/08/vernacular-of-file-formats-2-workshop.html

X  downsampled Joint Photographic Experts Group (.JPG)

 Baseline standard. (irreversible databend)

X Compilation of different glitched video file formats. 

Y  Photoshop .RAW, (header=0) 

 (reversible databend)

Y Bitmap File (.BMP)

 (irreversible databend)

Y Graphics Interchange Format (.gif), 

 interlaced, animated 8 colors, restricted pattern (with dither) (irreversible databend)

Y Portable Network Graphics (PNG). interlaced

 (irreversible databend)

Y Truevision Advanced Raster Graphics Adapter; (.TGA)

 16 bits Lossless RLE compressed. (irreversible databend)

Y Tagged Image File Format (.TIF)

 (irreversible databend)

Y Photoshop File (.PSD)

 (irreversible databend)

Y Joint Photographic Experts Group committee in 2000; low res (.JPEG 2000)

 (irreversible databend)
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Videoscapes (2008-2010) 

http://videoscapes.blogspot.com/

Whenever I use a ‘normal’ transparent technology, I only see one aspect of the actual machine. I have 

learned to ignore the interface and all structural components, to be able to understand a message or 

use a technology as fast as possible. 

The glitches I trigger turn the technology back into the obfuscated box that it already was. They shroud 

its inner workings and the source of the output as a sublime black veil. I perceive glitches without 

knowing where they originate from. This gives me and the audience an opportunity to concentrate better 

on their form - to interpret their structures and to learn more from what can actually be seen. An 

example of such a work is for instance my video Radio Dada (2008).  I prefer to show this work and 

give the explanation of what technically happened only after a discussion of what the audience has seen 

and heard. 

The glitches in Radio Dada create an acousmatic videoscape in which I can finally perceive an output 

outside of my goggles of speed, transparency and usability. The new structures that unfold themselves 

can be interpreted as a portal to an utopia, a paradise like dimension, but also as a black hole that 

threatens to destroy the technology as I knew it. 

In the acousmatic videoscapes I make, I use critical trans-media aesthetics to theorize the human 

thinking about technology; it creates an opportunity for self reflexivity, self critique and self expression.  

It uses synesthesia not just as a metaphor for transcoding one medium upon another (with a new 

algorithm), but a conceptually driven meeting of the visual and the sonic within the newly uncovered 

quadrants of technology.

Z Together in My Freezer//Washmountain 2 (2:36')

 (video: Rosa Menkman, music: Extraboy, 2009)

 Glitch: .avi (Cinepak 256 grays, least quality.

Z Performative fail (4:26')

 (video and sound: Rosa Menkman, 2008)

 glitched .pdf videos and the sound of failing hard drives.

Z Radio Dada (3:47')

 (video: Rosa Menkman, music: Extraboy, 2008)

 video: glitched .gifs of feedback

 Music: synth and transistor radio

Z Eastern Fire Swim (4:30')

 (video: Rosa Menkman, music: Goto80, 2008)

 video: broken tv connection

 music: broken commodore 64
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Z Compilation DVD

 Alternative Composing (0:18')

 (video and sound: Rosa Menkman, 2010)

 Databend DV Compression

 Compress Process (3:28')

 (video: Rosa Menkman, music: Extraboy, 2009)

 3 different .avi compressions in a collage

 To smell and taste black matter (1:47')

 (video: Rosa Menkman, sound/music: Extraboy, Rosa Menkman and Skype, 2009)

 glitched .avi animation codec

 Sunshine in my Throat (0:27')

 (video: Rosa Menkman, 2007)

 Skype glitch

 Rosa Moln 2 (3:39')

 (video: Rosa Menkman, music: Extraboy, 2009)

 datamoshed video
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Menkman, Rosa. Glitch Studies Manifesto. January 2010.

The Glitch Studies Manifesto (2009-2010) is a text I finished earlier this year. Glitch Studies attempts to 

balance nonsense and knowledge. It can be pursued by Glitchspeak, a vocabulary of new expressions; 

that is an always growing language of digital culture. These expressions teach the speaker something 

about the inherent norms, presumptions and expectations of a language. It also teaches what is not 

being said and what is left out. Glitch studies searches for the unfamiliar while at the same time it tries 

to de-familiarize the familiar. This studies can show what is acceptable behavior and what is outside of 

acceptance or the norm.

To capture and explain a glitch is a necessary evil that enables the generation of new modes of thought 

and action. When these become normalized, glitch studies changes its focus or topic of study to find 

the current outsider of a new technology or discourse. Glitch studies is a misplaced truth; it is a vision 

that destroys itself by its own choice of oblivion. The best ideas are dangerous because they generate 

awareness. Glitch studies is what you can just get away with.

In the Glitch Studies Manifesto I argue for research and a broader understanding and acceptance of 

glitches. The manifest has gotten attention from many different fields and perspectives; for instance, the 

manifest found a place in the prestigious File exhibition in São Paulo Brazil, was presented in Video 

Vortex in the Atomium in Brussels (and many other conferences) and was performed as an audiovisual 

work on live television and in multiple festivals. In March 2011 the manifest will be republished (in 

rewritten form) by the Institute of Network Cultures. 
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Glitch Studies Manifesto (2009-2010)

1. The dominant, continuing search for a noiseless channel has been — and will always be — no more than a 

regrettable, ill-fated dogma. 

Acknowledge that although the constant search for complete transparency brings newer, ‘better’ media, every one of 

these improved techniques will always possess their own inherent fingerprints of imperfection. 

2. Dispute the operating templates of creative practice; fight genres, interfaces and expectations!

Refuse to stay locked into one medium or between contradictions like real vs. virtual, obsolete vs up-to-date, 

open vs. proprietary or digital vs. analog. Surf the vortex of technology, the in-between, the art of artifacts! 

3. Get away from the established action scripts and join the avant-garde of the unknown. Become a nomad of 

noise artifacts!

The static, linear notion of information-transmission can be interrupted on three occasions; during encoding-

decoding (compression), feedback or when a glitch (an unexpected break within the flow of technology) occurs. 

Noise artists must exploit these noise artifacts and explore the new opportunities they provide.

4. Employ bends and breaks as a metaphor for différance. Use the glitch as an exoskeleton for progress.

Find catharsis in disintegration, ruptures and cracks; manipulate, bend and break any medium towards the point 

where it becomes something new; create glitch art. 

5. Realize that the gospel of glitch art also tells about new standards implemented by corruption.

Not all glitch art is progressive or something new. The popularization and cultivation of the avant-garde of mishaps 

has become predestined and unavoidable. Be aware of easily reproducible glitch effects, automated by softwares 

and plug-ins. What is now a glitch will become a fashion.

6. Force the audience to voyage the acousmatic videoscape

Create conceptually synesthetic artworks, that exploit both visual and aural glitch (or other noise) artifacts at the 

same time. Employ these noise artifacts as a nebula that shrouds the technology and its inner workings and that 

will compel an audience to listen and watch more exhaustively.

7. Rejoice the critical trans-media aesthetics of glitch artifacts. 

Utilize glitches to bring any medium in a critical state of hypertrophy, to (subsequently) criticize its inherent politics. 

8. Employ Glitchspeak (as opposed to Newspeak) and study what is outside of knowledge. Glitch theory is what 

you can just get away with!

Flow cannot be understood without interruption or function without glitching. This is why glitch studies is necessary.
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Collapse of PAL (20 min / video and sound: Rosa Menkman, 2010)

In "The Collapse of PAL" the Angel of History reflects on the PAL signal and its termination. This 

death sentence, although executed in silence, was a brutally violent act that left PAL disregarded and 

obsolete.

However, the Angel of History has to conclude that while the PAL signal might be argued death, it still 

exists as a trace left upon the new, "better" digital technologies. PAL can, even though the technology 

is terminated, be found here, as a historical form that newer technologies build upon, inherit or have 

appropriated from. Besides this, the Angel also realizes that the new DVB signal that has been chosen 

over PAL, is different but at the same time also inherently flawed.

The Collapse of PAL was first developed as a commission for SOUND & TELEVISION (Copenhagen, 

Dnk). “A transmission art project that explored the performativity of television in the light of the 

challenges brought about by the converging mediascape.”

The video footage is based on the analogue PAL video signal, compressions, glitches and feedback 

artifacts that are complimented by (obsolete) soundscapes that originate from both analogue and digital 

media.

For the video I exploited the analog PAL signal from a NES, image bending, a broken digital photo 

camera, digital compression artifacts, video bending artifacts (DV, interlacing, datamoshing and black 

bursts) and feedback. For the sound I used a cracklebox, feedback, a telephone eurosional, morsecode 

an old Casio keyboard, feedback filters and a couple of DV-compressed video soundbends. 
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